The subspace <f>*C°°(R') C C°°(R') of all C°° functions of <t>(x) = x", n = 1, 2, 3, ..., is a closed subspace of C°°(R') by Glaeser's Composition Theorem. We prove that for n > 2 there does not exist a linear continuous projection ■n from C°°(R') onto ^C^R1)-1. Introduction. Let <j>: U -* V, where U and V axe open subsets of R" and Rm, m < n, respectively, be a semiproper real analytic mapping with a dense set of regular points; i.e. points x E U such that rank dx<¡> = m. Glaeser's Composition Theorem [2] provides the completeness of <p* C™(V)-the pullback of C00 functions on V.
1. Introduction. Let <j>: U -* V, where U and V axe open subsets of R" and Rm, m < n, respectively, be a semiproper real analytic mapping with a dense set of regular points; i.e. points x E U such that rank dx<¡> = m. Glaeser's Composition Theorem [2] provides the completeness of <p* C™(V)-the pullback of C00 functions on V.
Let « = m = 1, U and V neighbourhoods of zero and </>(*) = xq, q > 2. The question arises whether there exists a linear continuous projection it from C°°(U) onto <p*C°°(V). Fora = 2 the space <¡>*C°°(V) coincides with the set of even functions [5] and the answer is positive (for example, -n is the projection along the subspace of odd functions). In this paper we show that the answer to the above question for cb(x) = xq, q > 2, is negative; that is, we have the following. Theorem 1. For every <p(x) = xq, where a > 2 is an integer, the subspace <$> C°°(K) has no direct complementary subspace S C ^(V);
i.e., there does not exist a closed subspace S C ^(U) such that
(1)S n <t>*Cx(V) = {0}; (2)6 + fj>*C*(V) = C°°(i/).
The author would like to thank Edward Bierstone for statement of the question.
2. Notations. We consider two exact sequences of linear continuous mappings: Then dimRS < oo.
Lemma 2. Lemma 1 remains valid for spaces C™eDiU) and 9even substituted instead of C^iU) and 9 respectively. Lemma 3. Let <pix) = xq', # > 2.Thenfor oddq,^C tp* C00 iV) and for even q,<»evenE.p*CxiV).
We prove Lemmas 1, 2 and 3 in §4. Lemma 3 is also an immediate application of [4] . Proof of Theorem 1. Suppose the contrary for odd q and let S be a direct complementary subspace to </>*C°°(K). Then, using Lemma 3, we obtain the following diagram of linear continuous mappings C"iU)-► C-(C/)/**C"(P) Suppose the statement of Theorem 1 is not true for even q and let S be a direct complementary subspace to <p* Cec(V). Denote S n C™en(U) by Seven.
Since ?Feven C 4>*Coe(V) C C™en(U) E CX(U), the subspace Seven is a direct complementary subspace to <p>*CX(V) in C™en(U).
Repeating the proof for odd q, using the spaces ^even, C™en(U), 'even an<^ ^even instead of % C°°(U), F and 8 respectively, we prove for even (5) f\{x) = g\($(x)), for all x, proves, using the above arguments for g'(y), that ((d /dy )g)(y) has a C extension gk(y). The function gk(y) is equal to zero at y = 0 and gk(<p(x)) is a C00 function. Therefore ((dk/dyk)g)(0) exists and the equality (£*)<0)ä(£*)w-°h olds. Hence, g E % E C™iV) and f E <p* C™iV). The lemma is proved.
